List of Vendors and Products under SmartLaw Assist Round 1
Vendor/Product
SAL:

Eligibility
All SLPs

LawNet Premium

LexisNexis:

Details
Academy Publishing Collection
This subscription gives you access to a collection of all the titles in Academy Publishing’s Law Practice Series (LPS) and Monograph
Series (MS) only which are available for subscription on LawNet Premium.

Only for SLPs with 30
or fewer lawyers

Singapore Court Practice
and Practical Guidance –
Employment

Singapore Court Practice 2017
-

Very frequent updates on case and legislation developments
Content updates available on Lexis Singapore. Subscription required
Thorough discussion of development concerning the Rules of Court brought about by 10 sets of amendment rules since 2014
Detailed commentary on new Orders such as provisions on the Singapore International Commercial Court and simplified
processes in the State Courts

Lexis Practical Guidance
-

Thomson Reuters:
WestLaw Asia and
ProView Package
including the White
Book

Only for SLPs with 5 or
fewer lawyers

Organised by practice area and spanning a range of topics, Lexis® Practical Guidance provides access to a broad collection of:
 Overviews
 Practice Notes
 Checklists & Flowcharts
 Precedents
 Drafting Notes
 Alternative Clauses

Westlaw Asia is a breakthrough, multijurisdictional legal research service with a focus on the region but includes countries beyond
its borders making it the perfect solution for regional and international business development. Members will have access to Tier 1
content for multiple jurisdictions (including Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Philippines,
India, Korea and more…). Tier 1 includes case law, legislation, news and current awareness where available. In addition, subscribers
will have access to our new Global Guides Series produced in collaboration with leading lawyers in their fields from some of the
world’s most respected law firms covering cross-jurisdictional information that is clear, concise and highly practical.
ProView is a premier eBook platform developed for professionals worldwide. Members can work across dedicated applications for
iOS, Android, Desktop & Browser to access authoritative legal content online and offline. Members will have access to Law Society
publications, TR’s annual publication of Singapore Civil Procedure (The White Book) plus exclusive supplements and a choice of any
3 Sweet & Maxwell legal practitioner titles from the region (Singapore, Malaysia & Hong Kong).

